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From the Director's Desk

Dear guest,
It is our pleasure to welcome you to our organization Swami Vivekananda Youth Movement . Every year, Vivekananda
Institute of Indian Studies welcomes international students mostly during the summer and the winter breaks for a learning
experience. VIIS celebrates the amazing level of diversity that students bring from different cultures .
Visiting any foreign country is itself an experience, as every country has its own culture and characteristics. We hope that
this handbook not only serves the purpose of providing you with the information you need to get and adjust to the new
environment, but also briefly orients you to SVYM and its various campuses. Here, you will find information about health
and safety, accommodations, proper etiquette, the city of Mysuru and a little more to make your stay as comfortable as
possible. We hope that you will read this handbook in advance to learn all the important information about our campuses,
and also to understand what will be expected of you. As our guest, you are most welcome to contact any member of our
staff at any time for any assistance.
On behalf of the organization, i would once again welcome you to our campuses to spread the message of
"Vasudaivakutumbakam" - The whole world is one family.

Sincerely,
Dr. Rekha Shanmukha
Director (VIIS)
Head- SVYM Mysuru Centre
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Introduction to SVYM
Swami Vivekananda Youth Movement (SVYM) - http://www.svym.org
Swami Vivekananda Youth Movement (SVYM) is a development organization, engaged in building a new civil society in
India through its grassroots to policy-level action in health, education, and community development sectors. Acting as a
key promoter-facilitator in the community's efforts towards self-reliance and empowerment, SVYM is developing local,
innovative and cost-effective solutions to sustain community-driven progress. SVYM is also rooted to its values of Satya
(truthfulness), Ahimsa (non-violence), Seva (service), and Tyaga (sacrifice), which is reflected in its program design
and delivery, transactions with its stakeholders, resource utilization, disclosures and openness to public scrutiny. Buying in
support from the community, working in healthy partnership with the government and corporate sectors and sharing its
experiences with like-minded organizations have been the hallmark of SVYM's evolution over the past 39 years.

Institutions under SVYM
SVYM has institutions which run programs in the sectors of Health, Education, Socio Economic Empowerment &
Training/Research across the State of Karnataka. Below are the institutions run by SVYM:

Mysuru
❖

Vivekananda Institute for Indian Studies (VIIS)

❖

Vivekananda Institute for Leadership Development ( V-LEAD)

Saragur
❖ Vivekananda

Memorial Hospital (VMH) - Saragur

❖

Viveka School of Excellence (VSOE)

❖

Viveka Pre-University College (V-PUC)

Kenchanahalli
❖ Viveka

Rural Livelihood Centre

Hosahalli
❖ Viveka

Tribal Centre for Learning (VTCL)
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The City of Mysuru

About Mysuru
The city of Mysuru is the cultural capital of Karnataka, with a glorious past and traditions. It attracts people
from all over the world because of its beauty, climate, history, culture and famous tradition in performing arts .
The city is well known for its architecture, literature, paintings, music, dance, drama and folk arts to all of
which rich contributions have been made. The city is also known for its palaces, gardens and lakes and is
especially famous for the Dasara festival. This tradition was inherited from the Kings of the Wodeyar Dynasty
and continues to be celebrated as a State Festival, attracting millions of people annually from all over the
world.
The best way to reach Mysuru is to fly into Bengaluru Airport, also called as Kempegowda International
Airport. SVYM will arrange for a vehicle to pick you up from the airport and bring you to the Mysuru campus. If
you wish to travel independently, you can take a bus or taxi from the airport to Mysuru, or a train from
Bengaluru city to Mysuru.
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Attractions in Mysuru
Chamundi Hill is a significant landmark, located at 335 meters high, which can be reached by a 13 km road or by
climbing up the 1008 steps leading to the summit. Atop the hill is the Chamundeshwari Temple, named after the
goddess Chamundi, the presiding deity and the patron goddess of the Wodeyars. About halfway up the hill is a
statue of the Nandi Bull, representing the "vehicle" of Lord Shiva, carved out of a single piece of black granite.
The Mysuru Palace is acclaimed as one of the most beautiful palaces in the world. Built in Indo-Saracenic style with
domes, arches and pillars, the palace is a treasure house of exquisite paintings, carvings and works of art from all
over the world. The magnificent, most revered 'jewel studded golden throne' of the Wodeyars (the royal family) is a
sight to see and is displayed during the Dasara festivities in September/October. Illuminated weekly at
designated times and on festival days, the palace presents a spectacle of breathtaking beauty in the evening as
well as in the day time.

Another one of the most popular attractions in Mysuru is the Devaraja
Market, which has a history of more than 100 years . Here, you can
find local vendors selling everything from vegetables to jewelry, and
from incense to art. Another popular site to visit is the St. Philomena's
Church, one of the largest churches built in the gothic style, which
has an imposing structure with stained glass windows and lofty
towers. Those interested in art can visit Jagan Mohan Palace-Art
Gallery, which has a unique collections of artifacts (mostly paintings)
in South India. Mysuru is also home to the Mysuru Zoo, and several
lakes with beautiful walking paths such as the Karanji Lake and
Kukharhalli Lake. The
Brindavan Gardens (also known as KRS),
which is just a half an hour drive from Mysuru, is another place which
is enchanting to tourists. It spans over 150 acres and displays a
Musical fountain light show in the evenings.
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Lalitha Mahal

St. Philomena's Church

KRS

Things To Do In Mysuru

Shukavana Bird Aviary & Bonsai Garden

Mysuru Sand Museum

Mysuru is the cultural capital of the State of Karnataka. The name of the city is associated with its many specialties such as
Mysuru Dasara, Mysuru Painting, Mysuru Pak (a sweet), Mysuru masala dosa (a delicacy for breakfast) , Mysuru silk sarees,
Mysuru Peta (traditional silk turban), Mysuru Sandalwood, Mysuru betel Leaves, Mysuru Agarbathi (incense) and Mysuru
Jasmine. Souvenirs and gifts associated with these materials, or with the city of Mysuru in general, can be purchased at
shops like Cauvery Handicrafts Emporium.
Other sites to visit include Shukavana Bird Aviary & Bonsai Garden, home to brightly colored bird species and a garden of
small trees, and the Mysuru Sand Museum. There are also several malls, movie theaters and a bowling alley. In addition,
KSIC Silk Factory & Showroom provides free tours to the public to showcase how Mysuru's famous silk sarees are made.
There are many restaurants and fast food chains that can be visited, but it is better to pre-check these eateries with the VIIS
staff before visiting. In Mysuru, you can find cuisines like North Indian, South Indian, Western, Chinese, and so much more.
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Before Arrival

Coordinate Details
It is good to have all the necessary details and arrangements with the contact person at VIIS before departing from your
home country. This includes finalizing the program payment, sharing flight itineraries, and discussing the logistics of travel
from the Bangalore airport to the V-LEAD Mysuru hostel. Also it is good to have contact information in case of an
emergency during your journey.

Indian Visa/Registration
All foreign nationals (including those of Indian origin) visiting India are required to register in advance for an Indian Visa. The
Visa types include Student Visa (S), Research Visa (R), Employment Visa (E), Medical (M), Medical Attendant (MX) and
Missionary Visa (M).The type of Visa is extremely important. For further information about the legal formalities when
traveling to India, please visit the website www.mha.nic.in.
VIIS assists in the facilitation and completion of the required legal formalities. However, it is the sole responsibility of the
guest to ensure that all required legal formalities are fulfilled on time, and that all legal documents are securely maintained
at all times.

Luggage & Packing
Some of the important things that will be needed during the stay will
include a mosquito repellant, sunscreen, a flashlight (especially for rural
sites), a notebook, a flash drive, and all necessary electronic gadgets
including mobile phone, laptop and chargers. An adapter and converter for
charging cords (see photo for outlet style will be needed to connect to the
portal . The charging units must not exceed 220 volts.

For clothing, Girls are able to purchase appropriate clothing (usually
kurta, churidar and dupatta) in Mysuru for reasonable prices. Boys
are expected to wear business casual clothing and may pack khakis,
dress pants and button down shirts, as that is the appropriate work
attire at all SVYM sites. Also some lounging clothes for resting in
the living quarters will be needed. . See the Clothing Etiquette (page
21) section for more details. Necessary medications and toiletries
will be needed as the same products are less likely to be available in
Mysuru. Generic products like toothpaste, dish soap, and laundry
detergent can however be purchased in outlets, close by. Any
favorite brand of snack can be carried in reasonable quantities.

Lastly, necessary financial documents including currency, cards organized in a secure manner will be helpful . See finances
while in India (page 28 ) for more details .
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Engagement at SVYM

Student with a University Program
The programs are structured by the respective university and VIIS students . These programs may include classroom
sessions, field visits, project assignments and more. Students abide by the guidelines of both SVYM as well as their
university for international travel. Typically, multiple university programs are conducted during the summer and winter
months. Each program is different based on the requirements and expectations of the college and SVYM. Students may
travel to different SVYM sites during their program and students should be aware of and prepared for this prior to arrival in
India. If assigned a project, students are expected to complete it on time and give a final presentation at their site at the
end of their program.

Medical Student Elective
Medical elective students are students who have completed
2-3 years of medical school and are fluent in English
(reading, writing, & speaking). These students will be posted
at SVYM's Vivekananda Memorial Hospital - Saragur for a
minimum of four weeks.
They will be housed in simple living quarters at the hospital.
Students in this program will participate in daily hospital
rounds, observe the consultants at the outpatient
department (OPD), shadow doctors during deliveries and
surgeries and accompany the mobile medical team to
observe care in local villages. They also attend some of the
field-based thematic health camps, participate in community based health programs of SVYM, visit tribal colonies and get
to know the tribal way of life, learn more about Ayurveda (the popular Indian system of medicine). They are also
encouraged to participate in the periodic clinical meetings, seminars, case presentations, take up short-term research
projects and teach the nursing and paramedical students. At the end of the program, the students are expected to make a
final presentation at VMH-Saragur on their work.

Intern
Interns come to SVYM to learn about India and SVYM as an NGO as well as to contribute to the organization by working on
a project. Interns are matched with a project prior to their arrival in India, based on their interest, skills and competence.
Interns are assigned a mentor during their program, whom they will meet with regularly to go over their project assignment.
They are expected to complete their designated assignments by the end of their program and make a final presentation at
their site.
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Volunteer
Volunteers are primarily focused on contributing to SVYM while working on a project. Usually, a project or specific work is
identified for the volunteer prior to their arrival based on their skill set. The volunteer is also expected to be flexible in case
there is a modification in their project assignment due to change of circumstances. Volunteers will be assigned a mentor to
guide them through their project, work with teams and are expected to make a presentation at the end of their
assignment.

Visitor
Visitors are individuals or students who come for a short-term stay or for a visit to SVYM. Visitors may visit one or multiple
SVYM's sites and can arrange a schedule in advance with the VIIS staff. Schedules can be customized based on their
interest and mutual convenience.

Tiding over the "cultural shock"
When coming to a new country, it is normal to have a varied
feeling about different things at once. One may be nervous,
excited, curious, scared, and sometimes confused until you get
to India. While everyone may not have the exact time frame to get
adjusted, there are some common things which may be
experienced. Look over this chart to understand what may strike
you as a "culture shock. You are always welcome to seek
guidance from our staff or your peers if you are experiencing
difficulties through these matters.

HOME

HOST COUNTRY

Everything is new,
Interes ng
and exci ng

1

Diﬀerences become
apparent and ini a ng.
Problems occur
and frustra on sets in

HOME

You accept and embrace
cultural diﬀerences.
You see the host as
your new home
and don't wish to
depart or leave new
friends

You gradually adjust to life
at home Things start to seem
more normal and rou ne again
although not exactly the same

You are excited
about returning
home

6

8

5

9

2

You may feel homesick
depressed and helpless

You Incorporate what you
learned and experience abroad
into your new life and career

4

3

You develop strategies
to cope with diﬃcul es
and feelings make
new friends and learn
to adopt to the
host outline

7
You may feel frustrated, angry or
lonely becausefriends and family
don't understand what you experienced
and how you changed. You miss the host
culture and friends and may look
for ways to return

Source: https://www.globalexperiences.com/blog/culture-shock/
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SVYM Mysuru Center

Where we are Located
The SVYM Mysuru Center, also known as the V-LEAD
campus, is located on the 'Ring Road' in the Hebbal area of
Mysuru. Our center is situated about 7 kms from the Railway
Station and about 9 kms from the City Bus Stand / Suburban
Bus Stand. Hired car , auto rickshaws or cabs can be used to
reach the campus.

Our Institutions at Mysuru Centre in Hebbal
The SVYM Mysuru Center consists of two main premises: the V-LEAD Hostel and V-LEAD Campus. The hostel is located
just off the Ring Road, and is the housing location for all residential guests. The V-LEAD Campus, just up the road from the
hostel, has two institutions: the Vivekananda Institute of Indian Studies (VIIS) and the Vivekananda Institute for Leadership
Development (V-LEAD). Grassroots Research and Advocacy Movement (GRAAM), an independent organization initiated
by SVYM is also located at the V-LEAD campus.
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V-LEAD Campus

Vivekananda Institute of Indian Studies (VIIS)
www.viis.in
VIIS has the vision of "Introducing India & Indianess" to the
world and aims to expand human & social capital in order to
nurture global citizenship. It creates a platform for mutual
learning & understanding within the international
community. Each year, VIIS hosts and customizes programs
for various universities and individuals and also provide
them with internship and volunteering opportunities. All
international participants who engage with SVYM are
facilitated through VIIS.

Vivekananda Institute for
Leadership Development (V-LEAD)
www.v-lead.org
It was started with the vision of building the potential of
individuals & institutions for the development sector and is
driven by SVYMs paradigm of developing human and social
capital for nation building. V-LEAD is an acronym for the
Vivekananda Institute for Leadership, Education and
Development. V-LEAD is an innovation and capacity building
lab where Ideas are spawned, Innovation is nurtured and
Leadership is encouraged. It also encapsulates within it an
exclusive portfolio of products and programs across the
themes of Leadership, Education and Development.

Grassroots Research and
Advocacy Movement (GRAAM)
GRAAM, is a public policy research and advocacy initiative
that focuses on research incorporating grassroots
perspectives and policy advocacy driven by empirical
evidence through a collaborative approach and dialogue.
GRAAM aims to ensure that the 'voice' of the communities at
the grassroots level are significantly valued for in the
process of development and believes in enriching the
interaction among all stakeholders of development – the
community, the State, the NGO sector and the private sector.
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www.graam.org.in

VILD Foundation
www.viis.in
The VILD Foundation, another independent, sister
organization of SVYM, focuses on societal transformation
through the creation and promotion of self help groups
through federations to raise awareness about social,
economic, and other aspects of development. The VILD
Foundation is particularly engaged in empowering women to
uplift both themselves and the community and works in the
other six taluks of Mysuru District besides H.D. Kote Taluk,
which is the stronghold of SVYM.

V-LEAD Hostel

General Hostel Layout
The V-LEAD hostel is a three-story building
with a basement. The ground floor (where the
hostel office is located) and first floor have
guest rooms available on twin-sharing basis,
and the second floor is a dormitory. The hostel
has 28 non-AC rooms, 4 AC rooms, and two
family suites available in the residential block,
which are comfortably furnished with two
single cots, two desks and two chairs, two
lockable cabinets, a mirror and an attached
bathroom (with a western commode).
The kitchen and the dining area are located in
the basement, where simple vegetarian food
is hygienically prepared and served three
times a day. Filtered drinking water is available
on all floors of the hostel, and there is a shared
refrigerator and a washing machine located on
the first floor.
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Important Notes For Living in the Hostel
When first arriving at the hostel, guests are required to sign in at the hostel office in the "Hostel Arrival Register." When
signing in, the guest agrees to abide by the rules and regulations of the hostel appended to the register. They will
receive their keys (The door key and a wardrobe key) and the keys must be retained safely by the occupant until the
time of departure.
At departure, the guest should sign out in the same register, certifying that at the time of vacating the room, they have
taken away all their personal belongings. The guest should also return their keys at this time.
The rooms are cleaned on a daily basis, excluding Sundays and holidays. During this cleaning process, the floors are
mopped, the bathrooms are washed, the beds are made, and the dust bins are emptied.
Bed sheets, pillow covers and towels are changed twice a week.
Solar powered heating systems are used to provide hot water within our facility. Hot water is usually available from 6-8
every morning and evening. Please note that you may have to wait for 2-3 minutes after you turn on the hot-water taps.
Try not to waste the initial run of cold water and collect it the additional bucket provided in all bathrooms for use.
The list of items belonging to each room is displayed on the back of the door of the respective rooms. Guests are to
ensure that all the items are preserved in the respective rooms and not relocated elsewhere.
The rooms are also supplied with toilet paper, bar soap, and liquid mosquito repellant. If you run out of these supplies,
the housekeeping staff will replenish them during their daily cleaning routine.
Bed nets are not needed at the V-LEAD hostel as the windows are covered with velcro nets. It is advised to keep the
doors closed in the evenings to minimize insect entry, including mosquitos.
Pets are not permitted in the hostel.
Information about campus services & activities is posted on boards in common areas regularly.
Please note that sticking posters and pictures on walls in guest rooms is strictly prohibited.
Hostel accommodations are on a twin-sharing basis. Guests are expected to concur on this arrangement.
If you are planning to stay overnight at another location during your hostel stay, information has to be given to the hostel
manager at least 24 hours in advance before leaving.
Under unforeseen circumstances, we may reassign rooms and make our best attempts to rematch people sharing
guestrooms. Note that the V-LEAD is dynamic with several visitors and requests for specific room assignments could
burden our scheduled operations.
We discourage requests for change in room assignments without satisfactory reasons If a guest seeks a room change,
they must discuss this with the VIIS Director and rooms may be reassigned based on availability.
A recreation room is available on the first floor for guests to play some indoor games. All game materials are preserved
in this room at all times.
National and local newspapers and magazines are available for guests on a paper stand in the basement which cannot
be carried to rooms.
The resident is responsible for covering the cost of broken/lost keys or damage in the room.
Please contact the hostel manager in the hostel office for any requests for maintenance, housekeeping or any other
needs.
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The Canteen
Meals are provided three times a day, every day. For
international students, breakfast is served from 7.30-8.30
am, lunch from 12.30-2.00 pm and dinner from 7.30-8.30
pm. Timings are subject to change on special occasions, but
with prior notification.
Visitors are requested to have their food on time as this
helps our housekeeping staff to perform their assigned
duties efficiently. Guests should be conscious of waiting
guests and should make way for others once they have
finished eating. No food or beverages will be served outside
of the dining hall and dining hours. In case if you have a
special dietary request, you should let the hostel manager
know in advance, who will try his best to meet any such
requests.

Food Service Policies
If you have any food allergies, it might be good to know
before arrival .
Packed lunch will be provided on the day of field visit
which needs to be pre informed 24hr before to the
hostel manager.
If students are planning to eat out , kitchen staff need
to be informe at least one meal in advance so that they
do not prepare excess food. Packed food needs to be
stored carefully or refrigerated to void spoilage and
prevent pests. Refrigeration needs labelling of your
name as it is a common storage place. Also, it is
advisable not to store food beyond 24 hrs considering
temp in India. Bringing non-vegetarian food from outside
and consuming it in the hostel is strictly prohibited. Non
vegetarian food can be eaten outside in any restaurant
but quality and safety of the food cannot be approved.
Cooking is not allowed in your guest rooms.
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Laundry facilities
The occupants may leave the clothes they want to wash with the desired amount of detergent (powder is best, but liquids
and pods are also usable) in the bath bucket outside of the room door in the morning and the housekeeping staff will wash
them using the washing machines. Guests are not permitted to use the machines themselves as multiple users may
damage the machine. Make sure to check you have emptied all your pockets before putting your clothes in the bucket.
Some clothes (usually cotton) can lose their colour during washing, so such garments are to be washed independently.
Traditionally, clothes are dried under sunlight and you are welcome to use the balcony area to dry your clothes after
washing. Make sure to attach your clothes to the drying racks with clothes pins so they do not fly away. There are no dryers
available. Irons can be had for a low price in town, if desired. Laundry detergent can also be purchased nearby.
Paid laundry services are available in the city and you may contact hostel manager for further information. We may
recommend laundry services in the area, but keep in mind these services are provided by outside vendors and we may not
be held responsible for their quality of service.

Building Security
Please keep guest room doors closed as often as
you can. This helps to keep out unwanted bugs and
visitors. However, if there are several students
chatting in one room, keep the door open.
When you are not in your room, keep the door and
your valuables locked at all times. In the unlikely
event of a missing item, alert the hostel manager,
although the hostel is not liable for your belongings.
Make sure to inform the hostel office when you are
leaving to go outside the SVYM campus.
Sign the "In & Out Register" every time you leave
and return from going outside the campus.
The public areas of the hostel are under video
surveillance 24/7.
If the resident has any visitors, they should meet in the lobby area of the hostel. Guests of the residents are not
permitted to enter rooms.
Report any unauthorized entry into the hostel to the hostel office/staff immediately.
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Fire
Please observe standard rules, safety procedures, and do not panic while responding to
emergencies such as fire. Remember all the evacuation routes within the hostel. The basement
has two emergency exits and the ground floor has one emergency exit. Residents on the first
and second floors should come down carefully to the ground floor to exit the building. A fire
extinguisher is located on all 4 floors. For additional information, please contact the hostel
manager for safety procedures.

Healthcare
A first aid kit is available in the hostel office. Basic medications for common ailments such as pain, cough, cold and fever are
available. Make sure to let the hostel staff know, as well as VIIS, if you are ill. If you are, one member of the hostel staff will
check on you every day. If you need special foods such as plain rice or yogurt to accommodate your recommended diet,
the hostel staff will provide this for you. In the event that you need to visit the hospital, VIIS can arrange for you to visit a
nearby hospital with adequate facilities. VIIS will arrange for a staff member to accompany you, depending on the severity
of the illness.

Mail
All mail is delivered to the main office at the V-LEAD Campus. These will be delivered to you, but please inform someone at
the institute in advance if a package is being delivered. Use the following mailing address:

Name
C/o Director
Vivekananda Institute of Indian Studies,
# CA-2, KIADB Industrial Housing Area,
Ring Road, Hebbal, MYSURU-5700016, Karnataka, India

It is the responsibility of the resident to mail out personal letters and postcards, but the VIIS staff can assist you in finding
post office locations. The nearest is Post Office at Metagalli is located in K. R. S. Main Road. Please do not have heavy items
shipped to this address and any potentially dangerous materials delivered will be destroyed to ensure safety and security
of guests.

Local Area – Hebbal
The Hebbal area is a ten minute walk from the hostel (take a left when leaving the hostel and walk straight all the way down
the road). It offers many shops that could be useful for residents, for purchasing small snacks, fruits and toiletries at local
stores.
If you walk out of the hostel and take a right, the road will take you to Hebbal Lake. This is a popular and safe spot for going
on morning or afternoon walks/runs. Make sure to travel in groups if you go, and always make sure someone who is not with
you knows where you are.
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Mysuru City Map
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Other SVYM Sites/Campuses

Saragur, H. D. Kote Taluk, Mysuru District
(about 1.5 hours from Mysuru City)

Institutions at our Saragur Location:
Vivekananda Memorial Hospital (VMH) - Saragur
VMH is an 100-bed multi-specialty, NABH accredited, rural-tribal hospital established by SVYM in 1998, that focuses on
providing rational, ethical and cost-effective health care in rural areas. Built on a 33,000 sq. ft. area, VMH caters to primary
& secondary health care needs, covering a population of about 400,000.

Viveka School of Excellence (VSOE)
Initiated in the year 2002, VSOE is a school, accredited by the Central Board for Secondary Education (CBSE), that
provides quality education for rural students at an affordable cost. This school is also one of the Sainik Schools in
Karnataka State.

Viveka Pre-University College (V-PUC)
V-PUC was started in the year 2016 to provide quality science education to the students of H.D Kote Taluk. It has been set
up with adequate infrastructure and a learner-centric atmosphere. This college is affiliated to the Department of Pre
University Education, Karnataka, and has a strong student-teacher ratio for effective learning.
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Accommodations at Saragur:
Living Accommodations: Students live in the guest
quarters, located in the staff residential block . These
rooms provide shared accomodation
with possible
bunk beds) and has an attached bathroom with a western
commode.
There is a water heater so hot water for bathing is
available at any time during the day (as long as there is
power). Mosquito netting is provided for each bed.
Food: Students eat breakfast, lunch and dinner in the hospital canteen, which is also where the majority of the hospital
staff members and some patients eat. The food is vegetarian and can be spicy, and has limited variety. Students can
purchase snacks locally to add variety to their food choices. Students are not permitted to eat street food during their
time in Saragur because of health reasons.
Others: There is limited Wifi in designated areas of the hospital that can be accessed with a personalized login. Very
little /no English is spoken by the patients and most of the staff speak some English. The doctors and the VSOE
teachers speak fluent English.

Hosahalli, H.D. Kote Taluk, Mysuru District
(about 2.5 hours from Mysuru City)

Institutions at our Hosahalli Location:
The Viveka Tribal Centre for Learning (VTCL)
Established in 1988 as non-formal residential school in
Hosahalli, H.D. Kote Taluk, Mysuru District, VTCL was
recognized by the Government of Karnataka in 1990.
Nearly 500 students from indigenous tribal communities
study at VTCL, and its students have been employed in
various sectors including the government, private
agencies and self employment. The tribal students
predominantly come from Jenukuruba, Kadukuruba,
Yerava, Soliga and other tribal communities.

English Medium School
Established in 2016 and recognized by the Government of
Karnataka as a day school, the English Medium School in
Hosahalli, H.D. Kote Taluk caters to the tribal community's
aspiration for English-language schools in tribal areas.
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Accommodations at Hosahalli :
Living Accommodations: Hosahalli is the most remote of the SVYM sites, with a geographical spread of 9.7 hectares
(24 acres) and a location on the fringes of Rajiv Gandhi National Park. Around 500 students, staff and volunteers live on
the premises. International participants live in their own cottage, among all the other teachers' cottages, with 2 beds
and a bathroom. Mosquito netting is provided for the beds.
Food: 3 meals a day are provided by the school and these simple
and nutritious meals are shared with all the residential students
and staff. As per the local culture, meals are eaten while sitting
on the floor. Most of the vegetables served are grown by staff
and children in the agricultural plots of the school.
Others: Limited English is spoken by the students. Some of the
older students speak more English and most of the staff speak
English. The campus provides 24/7 internet service, and has
diesel generators to support the irregular supply of electricity in
rural areas.

Kenchanahalli (about 2 hours from Mysuru City)

SVYM Center-Kenchanahalli:
A hospital at Kenchenahalli was initiated in the year 1990
as one of the first healthcare initiatives of SVYM.
Previously, it was a 10-bed primary care hospital offering
comprehensive & holistic health care combining the best
practices of Allopathy & Ayurveda. In 2017, Kenchanahalli
Center was converted to operate as a livelihood center.
The Viveka Rural Livelihood Centre housed in this campus
offers around 14 courses and skill development training to
the rural/tribal folk, grows many Ayurvedic plants
and runs its own Ayurveda production unit.
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Accommodations at Kenchanahalli :
Living Accommodations: The canteen, hospital, office, cottages, and staff
living quarters are enclosed within a campus located in a rural area with little
surrounding activity. There are cottages on the campus where participants
stay, and each cottage fits between 2-6 students and has its attached
bathroom with a western commode. There is a water heater that allows for
hot water during bathing at any time of the day (as long as there is power).
Mosquito netting is provided for each bed.
Food: The canteen provides for 3 meals a day in the canteen along with the
staff and other visitors. The meals have limited variety and students can bring
snacks from Mysuru to add variety to their food choices.
Others: There is limited Wifi available in the campus. Since this site is more
rural, the power can go out often. Most of the staff speak some English.

Know Your Hosts

Guests are Gods

In India, guests are often treated as Gods, and at SVYM, there is no exception. The SVYM staff will do their best to make
your stay as comfortable as possible. Do not hesitate to ask any of our staff if there is a problem or if you need assistance
with something.

Tea Time
At all the SVYM sites, 10-15 minute tea breaks are taken twice a day. The first break is usually between 10-11 am, and the
second is between 3.30 to 4-30pm. These tea breaks serve as a time to step away from work and relax by enjoying a small
cup of tea or coffee. This is a good time to interact with your peers and the SVYM staff members, so cell phones are
desired to be kept away during this time as well.
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Following your Schedule
Every program has its own scheduling process. Sometimes you may have to be flexible and patient, as changes are
inevitable. Whether it is for a class, field visit or meeting, timing may change sometimes due to some unavoidable
circumstances.

Language
The primary language spoken in the state of
Karnataka is Kannada. Most of the staff at the
SVYM sites will be able to communicate with you
in English, but the locals may not. Be prepared for
this language barrier, as it will definitely have an
impact on your ability to communicate with and
understand everyone.
However, if you come in with an understanding of
this, you can make the best of your experience.
Don't get frustrated when you can't understand.
Instead, try to learn a few words you can start to
recognize and ask the person next to you to
translate what was said. Refer to page 34 for
useful Kannada phrases.

Food
SVYM propagates & practices vegetarianism. Thus, all food
served & eaten on campus will be vegetarian. The food provided
at all the SVYM sites is simple and hygienically prepared.
The water provided at the sites is safe for drinking
purposes. Food should not be wasted at any point of time,
and thus guests are encouraged only take as much as they
are able to eat on their plate, and should not waste any
food. Non-vegetarian food may only be eaten off campus and should not be brought back to the room.
When eating outside, it is recommended that only hot foods are consumed, to ensure that all bacteria are killed. This
means foods like salads and ice cream should be avoided when outside of the SVYM campus. Drinks with ice or other food
items that may come in contact with unfiltered water (i.e. washed vegetables) should also be avoided. Street food is not
permitted under any circumstances in the interest of the students' health and well being.
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Etiquette
We are sure you would appreciate that proper etiquette is extremely important during your stay. While we try to make your
stay as comfortable and welcoming as possible, we expect certain norms to be followed that respect our cultural ethos
and workplace practices.

Introductions/Meeting People
Namaskara' or 'Namaste' with folded hands (and a smile) is an accepted way of greeting people. A handshake is not
mandatory but may be used in a more professional setting.
A typical first question that is asked when you meet someone is if they have eaten their last meal. Below is how a typical
introductory conversation would look between two people. It may look complicated at first, but it can be learned quickly
and will go a long way when you are greeting local people.

Person 1: Namaskara
Person 2: Namaskara
Person 1: Thindi (breakfast) / Oota (lunch/dinner) aayta? (Had your breakfast/lunch/dinner?)
Person 2: Aaytu (I had). Nimdu? (and yours?) Person 1: Aaytu (I had)

If you want to continue conversation, it is common after the basic introduction to ask questions about one's family. This is
generally not considered an intrusion into one's privacy. Inquiries about health and well-being are also common.
General tip: smiling goes a long way in showing your respect and happiness when meeting someone new, especially
when there is a language barrier.

Addressing People
In India, it is considered impolite to call someone by just their name, unless they are your peer. Doctors should
always be addressed as "Dr..................." and all other men and women who are elder to you should be addressed
with M'am or Sir following their name, unless they specifically indicate they want to be called something else.
Other names like Akka (elder sister) and Anna (elder brother) can be paired with first names or used as nicknames
to show respect. Address individuals based on their age relative to your own.
General tip: observe how names are used during your first few days, and then you will learn how to properly use
these nicknames and address people in arespectfu manner.
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Clothing Etiquette
1. While attending class or visiting the workplace at SVYM:
Girls should be dressed in a full salwar kameez outfit. This includes a kurta (the top), dupatta (the scarf) &churidar (bottoms).
Kurtas should be knee-length and the sleeves should cover your shoulders. Sleeveless kurtas are not appropriate for
the workplace/classroom, and should only be worn on off days. The slits down the sides of the kurta should not go
above your hips, and if the slits do reach your hips, wear looser pants that day.
Churidars come in many forms, some that are loose and some that are like leggings. The pants should be long enough to
cover your ankles. When wearing the leggings, more conservative tops should be worn, with lower slits and a looser
midsection. When visiting the community or rural sites, looser pants should be worn.
The dupatta should be worn at all times. You are not fully dressed without it! The middle of it should hang around the
chest, and the two ends should hang evenly behind your back. Be careful when bending down or getting into a car, as the
dupatta can drag or get caught in something.
For shoes, girls can wear sandals, nicer flip flops, or closed shoes that are appropriate for a work setting.
Girls with longer hair should have it neatly pulled back.
Boys should be dressed in business casual attire, with long pants and a button down shirt.
For the top, the shirt can be short sleeved or long sleeved, but the shoulders should definitely be covered. T-shirts are
not appropriate in the workplace, and a suit or tie is too formal for everyday wear.
For pants, khakis or dress pants are appropriate. Shorts are not permitted at SVYM.
For shoes, boys wear sandals or dress shoes at their site.
Boys should have their hair neatly combed.
Some tops may be thin or light-colored, which makes them see-through. Boys & girls should wear an undershirt with
these tops.

2. For presentations and special events:
More formal attire is required for these events. Boys can wear a more formal button down or a long kurta, dress pants
and dress shoes, and girls can wear a saree or a more formal salwar kameez set, nice sandals and jewellery.
3. In the hostel/living quarters:
Students can wear more comfortable clothing when in their living area. However, they should still be reasonable with
how decent their clothes are, especially when in the hallways. Shorts and t-shirts of reasonable size and length are
expected when outside of the room. When students travel downstairs or go to the canteen, they should be dressed in
conservative clothing with full length pants and shoulders covered.
4. For yoga:
Students should wear loose pants and loose t-shirts for yoga. Leggings, fitted tops and other tight clothing is not
recommended for the Indian yoga setting.
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Workplace Etiquette
1. While attending class or visiting the workplace at SVYM:
All are expected to follow SVYM's workplace attire standards. See Clothing Etiquette (21).
Social media should also not be used at work.
While sitting at a desk, students are expected to sit upright with their feet flat on the floor. Body language should be
appropriate, with no slouching, legs stretched out or legs folded onto the seat.
Watching TV/music videos and listening to music during work hours is also prohibited, especially while
project/assignment work is expected.
When observing at the hospital or sitting in on a meeting, sit quietly and listen attentively. Do not interrupt and be aware
of your body language. If you have questions, wait until there is a break or the session has ended before you ask. Many
sessions where you are observing will take place in Kannada, and can be discussed with the concerned doctor or staff
after the session.

Classroom Etiquettes
Ensure that you are dressed appropriately for the class (see Clothing
Etiquette on page 21).
It is ideal to fill in the seats from front to back. There should be no empty
seats in the front row if people are sitting in the back.
Consuming coffee/drinks/food or chewing gum during a class session is
not appropriate. Drinking water is acceptable.
If you want to ask a question, raise your hand and wait to be called on. Do
not interrupt the speaker and wait until the end of the class for questions
if the speaker requests. When asking the question, speak loudly and
slowly, so the speaker can understand you. Use minimal words to make
your question as simple as possible. There is no need to give long
examples or anecdotes as part of your question, and this often just
makes the question more confusing. Be sure to make room for other
students to participate in the classroom discussion as well.
Avoid playing with your hair, biting on your pen, shaking your legs, or
doing any other distracting behavior in class. This can be disrupting to
not only the speaker but to your classmates as well.
Do not fall asleep in class! This is incredibly rude and since all classes
will have 20 or fewer students, the lecturer will definitely be able to see if
you are sleeping. Whether they comment on it or not, it is still
disrespectful and may offend them during their lecture.
If you cannot follow the lecturer's accent, do not hesitate to request the speaker to repeat, speak
slower or clarify their statement. This is not offensive as they understand the language barrier.
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Dining Etiquette
1. While attending class or visiting the workplace at SVYM:
In India, most people eat with their hands. You should wash your hands
thoroughly before & after every meal at the designated hand wash station.
The eating hand is not used to serve food. When serving yourself or others,
use your left hand, which is your clean hand while you are eating. It is
important not to use your right hand when touching handles and serving
utensils so as not to contaminate them.
The chapathi or roti is typically eaten with the one/two curries, while the
white rice is eaten with sambar. Curd can be mixed in with the rice or eaten after the meal with sugar added. Fruits and
desserts are eaten at the end.
Do not waste food. Use your first few days at SVYM to figure out what foods you like and don't like. Make sure to use
words like swalpa (a little bit) or beda (I don't want) to limit the food thatis served on your plate. If you get served
something you don't want, offer it to someone else before you start eating instead of throwing it in the waste bin.
Drinking water should also not be wasted.
Activities like tossing or throwing food is not acceptable dining room behavior. It is culturally rude to play with food in
India and we are sure you will respect that tradition.
Once you have finished your meal, place your dishes in the designated area and dispose of leftover food properly.
During conversation at meals, talk in a low volume. When sitting with a large group, the volume can rise quickly which
can disturb other visitors during their meal. Also be conscious of the subjects you discuss in public places.

Bathroom Etiquette
When preparing to take a bath, pay attention to the times when hot
water is available in the hostel. If your bathroom has a geyser, switch
on the geyser about 15 minutes before you want to take your bath to
allow the water to get hot.
SVYM continues to promote the ideology of conserving water
because it is a precious resource. Even though showerheads are
available in some of the rooms, SVYM recommends that you take
'bucket baths' instead of showers when you want to bathe. First fill the bucket with your desired temperature of water
(generally a half-filled bucket is plenty) and use the cup to pour water over yourself as you bathe.
Remember to turn off the geyser when you are finished bathing. This is very important for conserving energy.
The SVYM accommodations will provide you with toilet paper, but use it sparingly. When traveling to other places,
carry toilet paper or tissues with you as most bathrooms do not provide toilet paper. Dispose of the toilet paper
properly in the toilet or dust bin.
Properly wrap and dispose of feminine hygiene products in the bathroom dustbins. Do not dispose of anything except
toilet paper in the toilet.
While brushing your teeth or rubbing your hands with soap, keep the tap turned off to conserve water.
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Visiting Someone's Home
While visiting someone's home, please ensure you leave your footwear outside the house or in the outer room. Do not
enter the kitchen and especially the prayer room with footwear. Do not touch the idols kept in the prayer room.
Carry your own water bottle with water filled from one of SVYM's campuses or from a closed bottle purchased from a
store to be safe. Drinks like tea and coffee are generally fine to consume at someone's house.
Follow proper dining etiquette while you are eating at someone else's house.
A typical Indian host expects you to eat well, and always offers to serve you more food even after
you say 'saku,' meaning: enough. This is accepted host behavior here. Do not feel offended if the host serves you food
even after you have said no.

In Public
When you are out, especially with a group of foreigners, it is likely
that you will stand out in the crowd more than you would at home.
Be prepared for a lot of stares.
Do your best to respectfully fit in through dress and how you act.
This is the simplest way to be a culturally sensitive traveller. Be
aware of the volume of your group and remind your peers to
speak quietly, as foreigners tend to speak loudly in public without
noticing.
Strangers may ask to take photos with you. You do not have to
comply and can politely decline the request if you want, or you
can take the photo with them. Just be prepared that if you say yes
to one person, there may be a swarm of other people who want to
be next.
You might find beggars in crowded public areas. Try to avoid them
politely.

Your Feet & Sitting on the Floor
It is part of Indian culture to take off your shoes before entering certain
places such as temples, guest's homes, and special programs. Make
sure to be aware of your surroundings and observe where you should
take off your shoes (where you see shoes lined up outside). When you
do remove your shoes, make sure to keep them lined up in an orderly
fashion. In addition, it is not appropriate to touch people or objects
(particularly books) with your feet or shoes in India. There are many
programs that may require you to sit on the floor while you are with
SVYM, so be prepared for this and if you have physical limitations, a
chair can be arranged for you. Wherever you are sitting, make sure to
be careful with your feet so you don't touch anything around.
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Health & Safety

Medical
For any medical emergencies, we urge our residents to contact an SVYM staff member for securing help. If needed,
participants can visit a nearby hospital with adequate facilities. In Mysuru, VIIS will arrange for a staff member to
accompany you, depending on the severity of the illness. At other SVYM locations, the guests can access health care
provided by SVYM. We also urge our visitors to purchase a travel health insurance to help cover with cost of medical
services including hospitalization.
Although the food at SVYM sites is safe, residents may encounter stomach sickness or discomfort when adjusting to the
new cuisine or from eating out. Bringing rehydration salts is useful, although you can purchase them in Mysuru as well.
Eating more plain meals of white rice, curd, and bananas will help to ease you out of the sickness. Remember that you will
be attended to by our own doctors around and that SVYM will help you through any sickness.

Suspicious Behavior
We continue to promote a collective approach to ensure the safety and security of our campuses and would like our guests
to comply and assist us in enforcing our safety and security protocols. Please report any suspicious behavior to the on-site
manager. As a general rule, no one other than SVYM staff and guests are supposed to be in the facility during the night
hours. If you see any individual lurking in a suspicious manner, report this to the on-site manager as the first line of defense.
Security guards are employed to ensure safety and security at the site. Respect the curfew at your site for safety purposes.

Power Failure
Power failure is one of the challenges that we continue to face at our sites, though it is becoming increasingly uncommon.
We recommend that you bring flashlights with you to help you in such circumstances. We do not store flashlights in our
facilities.

Outside of SVYM Campuses
India is a safe country and the people are welcoming and warm. With globalization, people in India are used to welcoming
foreign nationals from several countries around the world. However, we would like to mention some safety precautions by
which you can best avoid any unlikely threatening situations during your stay:
It is always preferable to travel in groups.
Carry your mobile with you. If you do not have one, see if you can borrow from a friend to enable connectivity in times of
need.
Please comply with your planned schedule for the day. If you change your plan for the day, please inform your VIIS point
person so that they can better assist you.
Please carry information of taxi/auto rickshaw services in case of any emergency.
Keep numbers of the hostel manager, your mentor, & the VIIS Director with you always.
Please wear culturally appropriate clothing whenever you leave the living quarters. See Clothing Etiquette (page 21)
for more details. If going for a walk or run, long pants and a loose, oversized shirt should be worn. Tight clothing in public
is never appropriate.
Never open your wallet exposing your cash in public. Estimate the money you may need for your day trip and have that
available in an accessible place (i.e. pockets of your shirt or handbag or front pocket of your wallet).
Do not leave personal items unattended.
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Health & Safety

Sexual Harassment
We at SVYM, are committed to maintaining a working and learning environment free of sexual harassment. Sexual
harassment can be verbal and physical and can include suggestive comments, leering, obscene gestures, touching or
assault. SVYM has a zero-tolerance policy on issues of sexual harassment. If a resident is in an unlikely situation of sexual
harassment, he/she should report this to the director/your mentor for further action. Again, observing general safety
procedures can easily avert such situations.

Violence and Sexuality on Campus
SVYM has a zero tolerance policy on this. Under no circumstances is it acceptable in residence or on campus to resort to
physical violence or sexual overtures. Threat of violence & attempts to intimidate or influence the behavior of others by gesture
or coercion will not be tolerated. Eviction from residence would be the usual disciplinary action in such circumstances.

General Advice
We urge our guests to generally avoid any confrontational situations while working in India and to observe basic safety
procedures. Traveling in groups and informing the concerned personnel about your whereabouts helps us in helping you
through any unusual situations. For major travel plans, work with the director and have a written (e- mail) record of travel
plan communication.
In addition, please provide the director with your emergency contact numbers in India as well as in your home country so
that we can contact them in an unlikely event of an emergency. India is a safe and welcoming nation, however we urge you
to maintain basic safety procedures to ensure your safe and enjoyable stay. Also, please refer to safety guidelines posted
on your respective country's Government travel advisory websites for international travel.

Communication & Transportation

Internet access
Wi-Fi internet connectivity is available for our guests at all the SVYM sites. You must contact our tech-person to secure access
to Wi-Fi & to configure Internet sites. You can only be connected to Wi-Fi under your personal username & password, which
will be given to you when you arrive & can connect on one device at a time (i.e. smart phone, laptop, tablet, etc.).
It is our organizational policy that users will not download profane contents at any time and pornography is strictly
prohibited. User privileges may be
suspended in case of violation of these policies. We also discourage using social networking sites like Facebook while
using SVYM computers. Internet policies are subject to change at any time.
While using personal laptops, please make sure you have the most updated version of antivirus software to protect your
machines from external attacks. We also recommend you use voltage converters when charging your devices in India.
We encourage our guests to save their work frequently, using backup memory storage devices such as USB-drives.
Though we have installed surge-protectors to protect computer machines from any electrical damage, we cannot
guarantee and take responsibility of any damage to guest laptop computers occurring due to any voltage fluctuation.
A system administrator/tech person is available for any technical consultation. We do not offer any repair services in case
your laptop computers stop functioning. Please follow manufacture guidelines for any maintenance or service for your
laptop machines.
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Mobile Phones
You can use WhatsApp & other communication applications on your smartphone while in India via our WI-FI. You may also have
the opportunity to purchase an Indian SIM Card after you arrive (either in the Bengaluru Airport or at a local shop) if your
phone is "unlocked." Look into this option before you arrive in India as different carriers have different international policies.

Transportation
VIIS is connected with a reliable auto rickshaw and cab services that can be
called upon request in Mysuru. Contact the hostel manager or VIIS office for
contact information for these services, and save the phone number of the driver in
your India phone.
For longer distances and full day travels, SVYM can arrange for a vehicle through
authorized agencies. Unless these
arrangements are part of the program itinerary for the student or volunteer, the
cost of the vehicle will be paid in cash by the individual(s) to SVYM.
Visitors can also opt to take public transport such as trains and buses when travelling to different localities within the city
or within Mysuru District for a lower price.

Finances.... while in India
When travelling to India, make sure to carry cash, and at least one debit card and credit
card. It is always better to have different options for money in case anything gets stolen or
stops working. Make sure to inform your banks in advance that you will be using your card
abroad and share the dates of your travels with them.
In Mysuru, VIIS can arrange for a money exchanger to convert your currency to rupees at a
good rate. We recommend you exchange in Mysuru instead of exchanging cash at the
airport. All program costs should be covered prior to your arrival in India, but you will want
to have extra spending money for activities like taking an auto rickshaw or a cab, eating at a
restaurant, or purchasing souvenirs.
There is also a Canara Bank ATM located outside the Mysuru hostel that you can use at your
convenience. There are other ATMs located down the road in Hebbal as well.

Rules, Regulations & Liabilities

Curfew
The Mysuru hostel has an 8:30 pm curfew & the Saragur campus has an 8 pm curfew for residents. You must be back in the
campus/hostel by this time every night. If there is an emergency & you are not able to be back by this time, call the
concerned personnel to inform them you will be late & why. At the Mysuru hostel, the front gate will be locked after 9:30 pm.
Even though 8:30 pm is technically the curfew, it is still not recommended to be walking outside after dark, especially
alone. If you must walk somewhere or want to go into town after dark, travel with a group and take an auto rickshaw to be
safe.
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Prohibited Activities
Smoking and Alcohol: All the campuses of SVYM are strictly "No Alcohol No Tobacco" campuses. Smoking is not
permitted in any area of any campus buildings. This includes suites and individual rooms, as well as the common areas,
gardens and open areas outside the buildings. Residents may note that smoking in public places in India is banned by law.
Alcohol is also prohibited on all SVYM campuses. All residents are required to adhere to this law. Failure to comply will
result in immediate disciplinary action and may result in eviction from the campus.

Drugs: The trafficking, use, or possession of narcotic substances is a punishable offence by law and SVYM has a zero
tolerance policy when it comes to possession and use of drugs. Drug possession and use offence or aiding anyone in this
process will lead to immediate suspension of all privileges as a resident and could lead to involvement with law
enforcement agencies in India.

Other Prohibited Activities:
Travelling on a two wheeler during your SVYM program.
Any assault or violent conduct, physical threat or intimidation.
Disrespecting authority figures and any SVYM staff members.
Entering a room without express permission of the occupant.
Tampering with residence equipment or deliberate destruction of SVYM property.
Coming back to the living quarters/hostel after curfew without valid reason.
Being on the roof or parapet area of any residence.
The duplication or unauthorized use of residence or office keys.
Charging units that exceed 220 volts.

Residence Policies and Procedures
All policy and residence agreement violations are documented in the office of the director. For minor policy infractions, the
response normally begins with a verbal warning from the hostel manager and the director, and may include an appropriate
sanction. Any subsequent warning will be in writing by the director who, if they deem it appropriate, may interview the
resident and impose a sanction or further action. Further offences or very serious offences will attract actions by the
director. These will include:
Warning letter
Loss of residence privilege
Fines or restitution
Transfer or eviction from residence.
Debarring from the course and deportation
The director may also take corrective action to a particular resident, a part of a group, or the entire group if group behavior
warrants such action. In all disciplinary cases, the resident has the right to be heard and respond to any accusation made
before any sanction is imposed.
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Insurance and Personal Property Liability
SVYM does not assume any responsibility for money or personal property in your room. You are advised to always lock
your room door and keep your valuables locked in your cabinet. Incidents of loss of personal property or suspected theft
should be reported immediately to the concerned personnel who may refer the incident to campus security and post
warning for other residents.

Tipping Policy
Tipping any SVYM staff members, both in the living quarters/hostel and on campuses, is prohibited. Outside of SVYM, tips
are expected for restaurant servers but not for vehicle drivers. If you are in India as a part of your university program,
follow your university's policy on tipping.

Independent Travel
Participants at SVYM have the opportunity to travel independently after the end of their program. They will be responsible
for their own travel arrangements and safety during anytravels. If a participant chooses to travel within the dates of their
program with SVYM, they must first seek permission from their mentor, in consultation with the Director of VIIS. If
permission is granted, they must share their travel details and itinerary with the concerned personnel. Any travel requests
during the program duration is generally not encouraged.

Declaration by the Resident
All residents are required to sign a Residence Agreement with SVYM. The agreement is for the entire duration of the
resident's stay at SVYM. Residents are also subject to the SVYM Code of Conduct. The resident signs a contract with
SVYM that he/she, in the interest of the resident and of the
SVYM:
Will observe and abide by residence rules and regulations and all amendments to these rules and regulations that
SVYM may make from time to time whether before or after the date of this agreement. The resident agrees that such
rules and regulations form part of this agreement and are binding on the parties as if they were incorporated herein.
Will ensure that all guests of the residents will also abide by the same rules and regulations.
Will pay all residence fees and other payments promptly.
Will use the premises only as residential accommodation.
Will not allow any person(s) other than registered residents occupy or sublet the premises, unless worked out with the
front office or as otherwise authorized by SVYM.
Will accept the cases of roommate withdrawal or incompatibility, and also accept SVYM's responsibility to assign a
new roommate, or to assign the remaining roommate to another space in order to maximize occupancy.
Will be responsible for the ordinary cleanliness of the premises including areas of common use.
Will not indulge in use of tobacco (in any form including smoking), drugs or alcohol in any part of the premises of SVYM.
Will follow the dress code prescribed by SVYM. They will wear at all times dresses that are culturally acceptable, and
will maintain a decent dress code at all places of residency.
Will not indulge in activities of sexual or suggestive overtures with any of the colleagues, other residents, or any staff
members of SVYM.
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Will not keep or allow any pet onto SVYM campuses.
Will not make changes, alterations, or additions to premises without SVYM's written consent.
Will not remove any furniture or furnishings from the premises or common area of the residence. No storage is available
in the building beyond that provided in the individual residence.
Will notify SVYM immediately of any damage to the premises during the program period.
Will allow SVYM, its employees and maintenance staff to enter and inspect the state of repair of the premises and to
undertake such repairs, alterations, or maintenance as SVYM may be required to make by law at reasonable times.
Except in the case of emergency, such entry shall be made during daylight hours and, where possible, reasonable
notice of the approximate time of entry will be given. SVYM will inspect the premises as deemed necessary.
Will conduct himself/herself and require other persons on the premises to conduct themselves in a manner that will not
cause a disturbance or nuisance or interfere in the occupancy or peaceful atmosphere of the building.
Will be responsible for damage caused by the willful or negligent act of the resident or of any person whom they permit
on the premises. The resident will assume a collective responsibility for the damages that may occur to common areas
within SVYM, if such damage cannot be attributed to specific individuals.
Will leave the premises at the end of the period of agreement in the same condition as when he/she took possession
except for reasonable wear and tear expected.
Will not possess, store or in any other way hold or use any firearm, burning fluid, chemicals, oils, gunpowder, firecracker
or any other explosive, flammable, dangerous, offensive or illegal substances on the premises.
Will accept the jurisdiction of the Director of the Institute.
Will comply with fire safety policy and procedures including participation in fire alarm and drills.
Will comply with all bylaws of the city of Mysuru and other lawful authorities affecting the premises and occupancy
there of including all State laws and Federal laws prohibiting the possession or use or sale of illegal drugs. SVYM
hereby cautions and warns all residents in their best interests that violation of drug law can result in resident eviction
from residence without further warning and other legal action.
Will indemnify SVYM from all liabilities for which SVYM will or may become liable by reason of any breach by the
resident of any term or provision of this agreement or by reason by a death or injury or damage resulting from or suffered
by any person or any property by reason of the act, neglect or default of the resident or his family or guest.
Will allow SVYM to contact the resident's parents or next of kin in case of emergency.

Agreement by the Resident
YOU MUST FILL OUT THIS LINK AT LEAST 1 WEEK BEFORE YOUR ARRIVAL TO SVYM.

Contact Us
+91 9686666313
www.viis.in
Scan to ﬁll Declaration

Vivekananda Institute of Indian Studies (VIIS)
A unit of Swami Vivekananda Youth Movement
# CA-2, KIADB Industrial Housing Area, Ring Road, Hebbal, MYSURU-5700016, Karnataka, India
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Helpful Kannada Phrases

Conversation/Greetings:
Namaskara - Hello
Shubhodaya - Good Morning
Shubharatri - Good Night
Nimma hesaru enu ? - What is your name? (asking someone elder than you as a sign of respect)
Ninna hesaru enu ? - What is your name (asking someone younger than you)
Nanna hesaru Rachel = My name is Rachel
Thindi/Oota Aayta ? - Did you have your breakfast/lunch/dinner? (equivalent to asking someone "how are you?")
Response: Aaytu - I had
Response: Nimdu ? - Had yours?
Chennagidira ? - All is well with you?
Chennagidini - All is well
Hegiddera ? - How are you?
Nimma ooru yavudu ? - Where are you from?
Kannada baralla - I don't speak Kannada

Helpful in the canteen:
Beku - I want
Beka? - Do you want?
Beda - I don't want
Swalpa - little (i.e. only give me a small amount of that food)
Jaasti - more
Saku - enough (i.e. I don't want anymore food)
Neeru - Water
Eshta - I like
Chennagide - good
Tumba - very (tumba chennagide = very good)
Dhanyavadagalu - Thank you

Basics
Howdu - Yes
Illa - No
Gottilla - I don't know
Yaru - Who
Enu - What
Yavaga - When
Elli - Where
Yaake - Why
Eshtu? - How much? (i.e. asking the cost of something)
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All power is within you;
you can do anything and
everything

